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Role of Standards: 5W + H

- Why?
- What?
- When?
- Where?
- Who?
- How?

Role for Standards, Regulation and IP in India
Government, Service Providers, Network Operators, Research Labs, Academia, SMEs, Vendors, Consumers, ... National & International
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Panel Discussion Theme - 1

- “Make In India”: What impacts do standards and regulation have?
- How can India reduce its IP trade imbalance?
- How can India participate effectively in global standardization given its lack of standards experts?
- How to build standards expertise in India?
- How can India create its indigenous SMEs who may face prohibitive IP costs to implement standards?
Panel Discussion Theme - 2

- Does (local content) regulation have a role in Digital India?
- How can India provide solutions which are cost effective given its societal diversity (languages, urban-rural, culture, education level, ...)
- How to build a Innovation process for Digital India to sustain the economic growth beyond 2020?
- Digital India, Vision for 2020 Standardization needs - Emerging digital technologies, processes and services?
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